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Abstract 

Significant growth rates are in many times associated with countries embracing the ongoing 

globalization and openness to the international market of exchanging goods and services as 

well as ideas and technologies. Many researchers believe that participating in an international 

economy is a primary source of growth. The question is how strong the relationship between 

openness and growth is and has interested many researchers. This paper aims to investigate 

the effects of trade openness on economic growth in the long run and begins from Adam 

smith`s discussion on absolute advantage and specialization to discussions on trade 

organizations and policies. This study explores the relationship between trade openness and 

economic growth using a sample of 3 developed countries over the period (1970 – 2006) in a 

panel data analysis. The fixed effects model analysis indicates that trade openness has a 

positive and significant effect on economic growth. 
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1 Introduction 

If a trade theorist were to advise a less developed country about whether and to what extent it 

should open up to free trade, she would have to reconcile a large and partly contradictory 

array of results. Ricardian or Heckscher-Ohlin-Vanek models instruct for trade liberalization 

unconditionally. A free trade theorist would recommend free trade no matter what your 

production technologies or factor endowments look like as world markets will start to work 

so that your comparatively more efficient sectors will become export industries and the 

economy will be better off in the aggregate caused by comparative advantage gains. Trade 

has shown to inject global competitiveness and thus the domestic business units tend to 

become efficient being exposed to international competition. Due to integration with the 

world the entrepreneurs of a specific economy would have easy access to technological 

innovations and advancements. They can exploit the latest technologies to enhance 

productivity. The issues of international trade and economic growth have gained great 

importance with the introduction of trade liberalization policies in developing nations across 

the world because some factories had to shut down their production and got outcompeted 

when they opened up to free markets. As far as the impact of international trade on economic 

growth is concerned, the economists and policy makers of the developed and developing 

economies are divided into two separate groups. One group of economists has the view that 

international trade brought about undesired changes in the economic and financial scenarios 

of the developing countries. According to them the gains from trade have gone mostly to the 

developed nations of the world as they have high tech/human capital intensive markets that 

are able to compete globally. As an aftermath of trade liberalization, majority of the infant 

industries in the developing nations closed their operations. Many other industries that used 

to operate under government protection found it very difficult to compete with their global 

counterparts. The other group of economists, which speaks in favor of globalization and 

international trade, come with a brighter view of the international trade and its impact on 

economic growth of the developing nations. According to them developing countries, which 

have followed trade liberalization policies, have experienced all the favorable effects of 

globalization and international trade. This paper will contribute to the on-going–debate on the 

trade openness affect on economic growth by looking at three developed countries in 

Scandinavia and they are Norway, Sweden and Denmark. 
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I will investigate the long run affects of international trade for growth in these countries. My 

study goes back to 1970. For this I will exclude variables such as institutions and new 

openness indexes caused by lack of data. I support the idea of trade openness 
𝑋+𝑀

𝐺𝐷𝑃
 as an 

important factor for contribution to growth indirectly via TFP growth because of the results 

from the work of Erfani (1999) and Edwards (1992). In this case I will hypothesize an 

expected positive sign for trade as percentage of GDP. I will assume that these developed 

nations in this context do gain positive impacts from trade openness. The paper will proceed 

in the following order. Section 2 will describe some theoretical relationship between GDP per 

capita growth and trade where it will be followed by trade organizations that emerged in 

section 3 and will include some discussion on trade creation and diversion. I will discuss 

measurements of trade openness in the 4th section. Earlier studies and methodology will be 

discussed in the 5th section and the 6th section will include the empirical analysis and the 

regression analysis. The 7th section will include conclusion and discussions. Few relevant 

tables and figures will be placed in the appendix. 

 

2 Theoretical background  

2.1 Absolute advantage and comparative advantage  

Absolute advantage goes back to the work of Adam Smith and explains the ability to produce 

a good or service at a lower cost per unit than the cost a foreign country produces for the 

same good or service. It gives the country with absolute advantage over a product or service 

the ability to use smaller number of inputs and uses a more efficient process than other 

countries producing that same product or service. Adam Smith advocated free trade based on 

absolute advantages of nations. He proved that the advantages of international division of 

labor and specialization would be shared by all nations who may benefit simultaneously from 

free international trade. Thus, when nations specialize in industries where they have absolute 

factor advantages, gains from trade comes to every nation and not at the expense of others 

and there was no need for government intervention that only deteriorates allocation of 

resources and productivity according to him. This is the most important contribution of Adam 

Smith to international trade theory and policies. What he did not explain, was the case when a 

nation had absolute advantages in the production of all goods. Smith`s views weaknesses 
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were overcome by David Ricardio who developed the theory of comparative advantages The 

theory of comparative advantage says that if we have a country whose specialty is producing 

a specific good for example wine for Italy and coffee for Brazil, they will both have the 

ability to produce goods and/or services at a lower opportunity cost than other firms or 

individuals. Comparative advantage gives a company the ability to sell goods and services at 

a lower price than its competitors and realize stronger sales margins. This way if both 

countries specialize in their field of specialty they can sell it off to the other country (imagine 

only these two countries) and the other country sells the products from its field of specialty, 

Therefore they can both benefit and thus we have a comparative advantage and now more 

workers can work in the specialty field branch and leave their weak branches. This can 

promote trade. The benefits of it are the gains from comparative advantage and reducing 

market failures and promoting allocation efficiency of resources and it has shown to provide 

macroeconomic stability. 

2.2 Heckscher Ohlin theorem  

Eli Hekscher and Bertil Ohlin develops the Ricardian framework further and this time the 

comparative advantage that countries have is in terms of their endowments like for example 

different amounts of natural resources. The model sets the comparative advantage in terms of 

factor endowments. Let us assume that country A has plenty of resources from (resource 1) 

and less of (resource 2) the country produces (good 1) using (resource 1) and (good 2) using 

(resource 2) now as (resource 1) is easily found in the country it is cheaper than the price of 

(resource 2) and thus the production of (good 1) will be cheaper than (good 2) that uses more 

expensive resources. This indicates that country A has a comparative advantage in production 

of (good 1) and the same applies for country B in terms of producing (good 2) caused by its 

abundance of (resource 2) If we apply this principle for Sweden and Norway for example the 

large presence of oil in the North Sea gave comparative advantage for the country producing 

oil namely Norway and exports it to Sweden that has a large presence of steel that it exports 

to Norway. The theory suggest that a country is always better of when it trades with another 

country to which it has comparative advantage in either factor productivity or resource 

endowments. Through trade the countries can realize economic gains and thus increase the 

level of growth that can contribute to development. Considering how trade could provide 

growth there are four advocated hypotheses about the relation of international trade and 

economic growth and the first one is the export led growth. According to it a country 
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becomes richer only after opening its policy for trade and increased the volumes of its 

imports and the opposing theory is the one supporting the endogenous growth theory and thus 

growth led exports. The hypothesis says that a country can increase its exports only after 

reaching a certain level of development and that the reasons for growth can only come from 

factors within the country. The third theory for growth is the import led growth theory that 

advocates how an increase in economic growth comes after raised imports of new technology 

and resources from abroad. The last suggest that imports increase only after an increase of the 

welfare of the country and is known as growth led imports hypothesis. I will go through these 

four hypotheses and the endogenous growth theory in detail. 

2.3 Import led growth hypothesis 

The studying of channels in which imports affect economic growth led to the discussion of 

the import led growth hypothesis. It suggests that when we increase imports it would raise the 

country`s GDP as most of the countries do not have all the possible factors for production in 

their country. They would need to import those from foreign markets in order to complete the 

production cycle. In this case the imports mainly consist of intermediate goods obtained to be 

used in production. Another possibility for promoting GDP growth is through the better 

access to foreign markets technology in order to complete the production cycle and optimize 

the production process and bring gains in the society. Evidence for this hypothesis was found 

for Poland Awokuse (2007) and for Italy in the pre world war one period by Pisoreti and 

Rinaldi (2012) 

2.4 Export led growth hypotheses 

Although the above theories explained how trade lead to economic growth this subsection 

will focus on the export side of the trade relationship. The idea behind this theory is that the 

increase in exports would increase the economic advance of the country in terms of 

technology spillovers and knowledge spillovers. As the firms have to be competitive with the 

foreign companies they will produce high technology goods with better characteristics and 

this would lead to spillover effect within the national borders and would eventually increase 

GDP. Another benefit is the diversification of the product the country exports which would 

expand their production and would bring more employment to the market. Amongst other 

benefits are allocation of resources more efficiently and economies of scale and greater 
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utilization of capacity. Thornton (1996) found empirical evidence for the causality of exports 

towards growth for Mexico between two periods. 

2.5 Growth led exports hypotheses 

After the case that a country has increased its development levels from within its borders and 

has satisfied its demand on the domestic markets, it can start exporting some of its excess 

products. Melitz (2003) argues that only high productivity firms can start exporting as they 

face higher entrance costs to new markets in comparison to locally operating firms. In order 

to establish a firm on the local market, one faces some amount of entry costs. When one 

wants to start a firm which would operate on international markets then he/she will face 

locally based entry costs but also additional amount of costs related to trade permissions, 

open currency accounts, transport costs etc. Thus only firms with high productivity can 

survive in the trade sector because only they will be able to cover the additional costs. The 

channel from internally promoted growth to increase in productivity and thus exports can be 

an example of the growth led hypothesis. Empirical aid of growth led exports was found by 

Hsaio (1987) for the case of Hong Kong from (1966 to 1982) and Ramos (2001) for the case 

of Portugal (1865-1998) 

2.6 Growth led imports hypotheses 

There is also another possible relationship between imports and GDP growth and could be the 

consumers tendency for a variety of products and can lead to an increase in demand for 

foreign goods. When GDP grows enough to provide consumers the ability to afford such 

goods the imports would eventually increase. Evidence for growth led imports was found by 

Pisoreti & Rinaldi (2012) in post second world war Italy. 

2.7 Endogenous growth theory  

Some scholars challenge the idea of export led growth and suggest that economies can reach 

economic advance only from forces originating within the country and this is the so called 

endogenous growth theory. The possible channels through which growth can be obtained are 

discussed by Lucas (1988) who presents the effects of training on the economic performance 

and Romer (1990) who shows the effects on growth when a new invention is made. The first 

author presents a model where a worker can either work or attend training and the effects of 

the training will come with a lag as the worker needs time to obtain the knowledge and 
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meanwhile he/she will not contribute to the production process. However with the obtained 

knowledge the worker will increase the quality of his/her work which in general increases the 

productivity and thus leads to GDP per capita growth. Romer (1990) represents a model on 

how new inventions affect growth. In the model the agents have free access to previous 

discoveries and in his model there are three sectors. A sector producing the final output and a 

machinery producing sector and a sector for innovations. Each innovation is unique and 

translated into new capital goods and is non rival in character and thus the capital stock will 

rise. Introducing the new invention to the production chain will increase the output as the 

production process is optimized and thus the waste in recourses has decreased and would 

eventually lead to economic growth.  

3 Trade organizations and policies 

3.1 Multilateralism versus regionalism 

In the post-World War II a trade treaty was implemented to boost the economic recovery. 

One device used to achieve this was the General Agrement on Tariff and Trade (GATT) the 

agreements objective was to increase international trade through eliminating or reducing 

tariffs and quotas and subsidies to achieve the gains from comparative advantage. It 

eventually got signed by 123 countries creating the (WTO) on January 1995 The (GATT) 

held many rounds for achievements and outcomes where the first one was in Geneva and had 

only 23 countries included until the eighth round of (GATT) was held in Uruguay where 

many more topics beyond tariffs were included in the main agenda including dispute 

settlement and intellectual property and agricultural dispute settlements. It was during this 

round that the World Trade Organization was established and is headquartered in Geneva, 

Switzerland. The organization was born out of a set of negotiations, known as the Uruguay 

Round and is held between most of the world's economies. The (WTO) describes itself as a 

proposal of free-flowing and reliable trade between nations but also introduces certain 

barriers to trade if they are required to protect consumers from the spread of disease. It does 

so by trade agreements and they are the main tool that the (WTO) uses to further global trade. 

These agreements regulate the trade of goods, services and intellectual property. Trade 

agreements spell out general policies for trade between members, and the (WTO) states that 

each agreement also includes a list on commitments that exist between one member nation 

and another. The procedure for dispute settlement is another important component of trade 
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agreements. Trade agreements are designed with the input of member nations and voted upon 

by members. More than 60 trade agreements have passed since the organizations` inception, 

and they are periodically reviewed and revised to meet the best outcomes intended for the 

economies. These agreements are sometimes referred to as a multilateral approach to trade 

liberalization. 

An alternative method used by countries in achieving trade liberalization includes a formation 

of preferential trade arrangements, free trade areas and customs unions and common markets. 

Since many of these agreements involve geographically contiguous countries, these methods 

are sometimes referred to as a regional approach to trade liberalization. One reason 

supporters of free trade may support regional trade arrangements are because they are seen to 

represent a movement towards free trade. When a free trade area is formed between two or 

more (WTO) member countries, they agree to lower their tariffs to zero between each other 

but will maintain their tariffs against other (WTO) countries. Thus the free trade area might 

be seen by some as a discriminatory policy. Presumably, the reason these agreements are 

tolerated within the (WTO) is because they represent significant commitments to free trade, 

which is another fundamental goal of the (WTO). However, there is also some concern 

among economists that regional trade agreements may make it more difficult, rather than 

easier, to achieve the ultimate objective of global free trade. The fear is that although regional 

trade agreements will liberalize trade among their member countries, the arrangements may 

also increase incentives to raise protectionist trade barriers against countries outside the area. 

The logic behind it is that the larger the regional trade area relative to the size of the world 

market, the larger will be that region’s market power in trade. The more market power, the 

higher would be the region’s optimal tariffs and export taxes. Thus the regional approach to 

trade liberalization could lead to the formation of large “trade blocs” that trade freely among 

members but choke off trade with the rest of the world. For this reason, some economists 

have argued that the multilateral approach to trade liberalization, represented by the trade 

liberalization agreements in successive (WTO) rounds, is more likely to achieve global free 

trade than the regional trade agreements since it avoids the risk of trade diversion. See Lamy 

(2002) 
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3.2 Trade diversion VS trade creation 

Trade creation is an argument that derives when a country joins a customs union and is the 

second stage in the levels of economic integration where member nations agree to trade free 

between themselves without tariff embargos and quotas but they decide to impose common 

external barriers on all imports on non members and it is also a form of regionalism. It can be 

defined by the movement from a high cost domestic producer to a low cost producer within 

the customs union. In general, trade creation means that a free trade area creates trade that 

would not have existed otherwise. As a result, supply occurs from a more efficient producer 

of the product. In all cases trade creation has shown to raise a country's national welfare. The 

figure below shows different levels of economic integration. 

  

Table 3.2.1 

                                Basic elements of the stages of economic integration 

Free Trade Agreement (FTA) Zero tariff between non member unions and 

reduced non-tariff barriers 

Customs Union (CU) FTA+  Common external tariff 

Common Market (CM) CU+  Free movement of capital and labor              

and policy harmonization 

Economic Union (EU) CM+ Common economic policies and 

institutions 

 

Trade diversion is an argument that derives from a country`s movement from a low cost 

foreign producer to a high cost producer within the customs union. This movement from an 

efficient producer to a non efficient producer would have a negative effect on the allocation 

of world resources because it diverts away trade from a more efficient supplier outside the 

customs union towards a less efficient producer within the customs union caused by the tariff 

emplacement on the outsider of the union. How trade with countries not party to an 

agreement can affect the countries that are part of the agreement is explained by Jacob Viner 

(1950). He argued that trade agreements have benefits because the imports they promote may 

replace less efficient domestic production the effect of trade creation but nonetheless by 
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giving access to one particular trading partner at the expense of others, an importing nation 

could divert its purchases from an efficient low cost country that is not part of the agreement. 

This way the importing country pays a higher price for products under the trade agreement 

because it shifted to a higher cost source. This phenomenon was termed as ``trade diversion`` 

by Viner.  The figure below illustrates an example.      

        

figur 3.2.1 Source US office of textile & apparel 

If we consider US trading in apparel and through history the US has placed a variety of 

restraints on clothing imports through MFA, the Multi Fiber Arrangement that laid 

restrictions on clothing imports. The figure shows changes in U.S apparel imports between 

1989 and 2009 and highlights important dates in the history of clothing import policy for US. 

In the end of 1994, NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement) came into effect, 

reducing barriers on imports from Mexico and thus their share started rising. At the end of 

2001, China joined the WTO and this led to reducing some constraints on US apparel 

imports. And at the beginning of 2005 the multi-fiber Agreement (MFA) ended and during its 

time it governed the world trade in textiles and garments imposing quotas on the amount 

developing countries could export to developed countries. As the figure shows these events 

changed the preferences of United States trading partners and was accompanied by shifts in 

sources of US imports. During the enactment of NAFTA the North American Free Trade 

Agreement Mexico`s share increased substantially and Chinas share fell due to the ease on 

restrictions from Mexico. However During the relaxing on restricting Chinese imports, 

Mexico no longer enjoyed preferential access to the US market. Its share fell substantially 

while Chinas rose. Chinas share increased substantially during the elimination of the MFA 

agreement. It increased from 19% in 2004 to 41% in 2009, while Mexico`s fell from 10% to 

4%. A study on the overall effects of NAFTA concluded that the agreement created trade 
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diversion for the US. See Romalis (2007). This is an illustration on how trade agreements 

between nations can have impacts on the issue of trade diversion and trade creation. Now that 

I have discussed how different agreements are based on increasing trade and becoming more 

open towards one another and opening borders for trade I will further continue on discussing 

how trade openness is measured. 

4 Measurements of Trade Openness  

We could see how agreements on reduced barriers to trade can increase the (export/import) 

relationship between countries and therefore the key variable of this study is to look at the 

openness ratio  
𝑋+𝑀

𝐺𝐷𝑃
  because it is related to trade liberalization. The concepts of trade 

liberalization and openness are closely related but not identical. Trade liberalization includes 

policy measures to increase trade openness while trade openness is usually considered as an 

increase in the size of a country`s traded sectors in relation to total output and both policy 

measure studies and openness studies have been made. Cross country regressions have found 

that trade distortions caused by government intervention lead to slower growth rates. See 

Proudman and Redding (1998) their study indicates that in the presence of distortions free 

trade might not be best for growth. Anna Krueger and Jagdish Bhagwati (1978) provided a 

systematic attempt on classifying trade regimes. They measured trade liberalization as any 

policy that reduces the degree of anti export bias. This idea is also reflected in the real 

exchange rate that is relevant for exports. For this purpose usually an export trade weighted 

real exchange rate is computed that covers exports to the most important trading partners. 

This measures international price competitiveness of exports. These indicators can be average 

tariffs, index on structure adjusted trade intensity, imports covered by non-tariff barriers.  

New ways of measuring trade openness and growth is still ongoing. For example between an 

earlier study and a new is that the former did not include data for institutional factors that 

recently has shown importance on trade flows. See North (1990) He argues that the 

unobserved barriers to trade are often related to incomplete or asymmetric information and 

uncertainty in exchange. The commonly used measure is exports and imports as percentage 

of GDP for openness see Frankel and Romer (1999) and Irwin and Tervio (2002) as well as 

Frankel and Rose (2002) The main advantage of it is the availability of data for a long period 

and for many countries but the weakness can be that it is an outcome based measure and as 

such is the result of several factors so that it does not become clear what such measures 

exactly capture. This will introduce the issue of endogeneity that requires specific estimation 
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techniques such as instrumental variables techniques as in Frankel and Romer (1999) I will 

discuss more of it in my methodology. Lee et al (2004) argues that all measures of openness 

are generally closely linked to the growth rate and in this case it is likely that all measures of 

openness are jointly endogenous with economic growth which may cause bias in the 

estimation results from simultaneous or reverse causation. 

5 Earlier studies 

There have been several earlier studies on whether trade openness has an impact on economic 

growth in several countries and the results have in many cases been a positive indirect impact 

on total factor productivity growth. Studies for the positive indirect relationship between 

trade and openness are related to the work of Erfani (1999) and Edwards (1992) as well as 

Krueger (1997) and Wacziarg and Horn Welch (2003) however the studies that are made only 

showed an indirect impact of trade openness on growth via total factor productivity growth. 

International Trade has shown to make it possible to overcome the reduced dimension of the 

internal market and, on the other hand, by increasing the extension of the market, the labor 

division improved and the productivity increased. International Trade would therefore 

constitute a dynamic force capable of intensifying the ability and skills of workers, of 

encouraging technical innovations and the accumulation of capital, making it possible to 

overcome technical indivisibilities and generally speaking, of giving participating countries 

the possibility of enjoying Economic Growth. Barro and Sala-I–Martin (1995) demonstrated 

an interesting evidence for absolute convergence through trade openness between similar 

regions within countries. It showed that poor countries or regions tend to grow faster than 

rich ones if they are sufficiently open. Among ones that are sufficiently open and have similar 

overall policy environments, poorer ones tended to grow faster than average. However 

studies have also been made on whether protectionism policy would positively affect growth. 

See Krugman (1994) and Rodrik (1995) An interesting study by John McCallum of the Royal 

Bank of Canada, using data from the 1988 input-output tables for Canada, finds that 

Canadian provinces traded far more with each other than they did with American states of 

comparable population and at comparable distances Thus Ontario exported more than three 

times as much to British Columbia, with three million people, as it did to California, with 

almost thirty million. When McCallum estimated a gravity equation for trade among 

Canadian provinces and U.S. states, he found that intra Canadian trade was a startling twenty 

times as large as would have otherwise been expected. What is so dramatic about these 
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findings is that, although the data predate the Canada-United States Free Trade Agreement, 

tariff barriers were already very low in 1988; and the linguistic divide in North America runs 

through the middle of Canada, not between Canada and America. Thus this evidence suggests 

that political boundaries, even between friendly nations that speak the same language, can be 

serious obstacles to trade. And it therefore helps to confirm the belief, which underlies such 

initiatives as "1992" in Europe, that there remains substantial room for policy moves to 

expand international trade through a process of harmonization of laws and institutions. 

(Robert Lawrence has dubbed such moves "deep integration.") 

 

6 Methodology 

A broadly used variable for measuring economic growth is GDP and will be the variable used 

in this study but divided on the population giving us GDP per capita. When calculating the 

equation for GDP we can denote that exports and imports are an ingredient to the equation as 

follows GDP=C+I+G+(X-M) Where C is private consumption and I is investments and G is 

government consumption and (X-M) is exports minus imports. It is easily seen that when we 

hold C+I+G constant then an increase in exports would increase GDP and a rise in imports 

would decrease GDP although mathematically the relation is clear, economically the 

connection between the variables is ambiguous. With positive economic growth people 

become richer and thus they can start exporting domestically produced goods with average 

characteristics and import more sophisticated and luxurious externally produced goods. On 

the other hand the increase in exports and imports can bring knowledge dispersion that would 

lead to an increase in GDP per capita. The problem when one variable causes another and the 

latter is also explained by the former is known as an endogeneity problem. In the case of 

GDP and exports and imports then the endogeneity issue is present according to Dollar and 

Kray (2004) Therefore if we use an OLS measure in the presence of endogeneity it would 

lead to inconsistent and biased results due to the following that the coefficient is related to the 

error term and violates one of the Gauss Markov conditions for measuring OLS without any 

bias and is more simply referred to as omitted variable bias and this way changes in our 

dependent variable might be related to omitted factors included in the error term. Therefore I 

will not use the pooled OLS measure. The pooled OLS will be consistent only if the country 

and time specific effects are not correlated with any of the explanatory variables. The model 
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assumes homogeneity between our entities and does not distinguish between them. In other 

words it denies heterogeneity or individuality that may exist between the three countries. 

 I will use an econometric panel data regression analysis with fixed effects and random 

effects and thus use the models to examine how international trade openness affects 

economic growth over a long period and see the results. My panel data is strongly balanced 

for a period of 36 years. My fixed effects model will be a one way fixed effect model that 

deals in removing country specific effects but not country and time specific effects. The 

reason I tend to use these methods I because in macro panel data the chance of omitted and 

unobservable factors that can be relevant in explaining GDP per capita growth can exist. An 

example can be that the productivity of workers might not be observable to the 

econometrician but to the manager of the firm. Another example can be loyalty of workers 

that can be related to a good manager. The term panel data refers to the pooling of 

observations on a cross section of entities over several time periods. Now what the fixed 

effect does is that it allows arbitrary correlation between the country specific effects and the 

explanatory variables. And it also can correct for biases arising from correlations between the 

unobserved fixed effects and the explanatory variables. It Controls for unobserved 

heterogeneity when heterogeneity is constant over time and correlated with the independent 

variables. When there are certain non-random characteristics you do not want ending up in 

your error term. Both the fixed effects and random effects can measure time variant factors 

like our coefficients but the difference comes when it comes to time invariant factors and 

omitted factors and assumptions. The fixed effects assumed that the individual specific effect 

is correlated with the independent variables and this is referred to as strict exogeneity. And 

time invariant factors will be excluded from the model by taking the difference between each 

observation with the within-group mean values.  

This way we can estimate the coefficients without omitted variable bias and this is the basic 

idea for the fixed effects model estimation. The random effect assumption is that the 

individual specific effects are not correlated with the independent variables and if this is the 

case the random effect is an effective way in having the ability to say something about 

unobserved factors that are more or less relevant for growth because it is effective when we 

wish to draw conclusions about the population from which the observed units were drawn.  
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 I will test to see what model is the best between the fixed and random models applying the 

Hausman specification test. The dependent variable will be GDP per capita annual growth for 

a period of 36 years. I will include all the variables that are in accordance to the growth 

theories as independent variables and I will define trade openness as  
𝑋+𝑀

𝐺𝐷𝑃
   and is my variable 

of interest. I will be excluding net trade for this period as it is highly correlated with trade 

measured in percentage of GDP. Many studies that look at the degree of openness measure it 

in the form of looking at trade restrictions like tariffs and quotas and equivalent measures but 

this brings about a problem. The first is that non tariff barriers are hard to quantify and the 

second is that a tariff imposed on commodity X might not have the same welfare losses than 

a lower tariff imposed on commodity Y.  So I will not include trade restriction measures but 

rather look at openness measures. My study is also limited for three countries with similar 

geographical location. Considering this long period the study could show a potential effect by 

including net trade as percentage of GDP. By using Macro panel data it provides a richer set 

of information to exploit the relationship between the dependent and independent variables 

and reduces collinearity among the explanatory variables, and it increases the degrees of 

freedom. However these models I will use will not solve the issue of endogeneity if 

endogeneity exists. Because when we have the following problem Cov(β,μ)≠0 where β is our 

coefficient and µ is the error term then we need to use alternative methods to solve for 

endogeneity. One can use instrumental variables estimation or more advanced methods. 

Using these methods can give us that Cov(β,μ)=0 And this way we can estimate β 

consistently. But this brings about a problem that in some cases our β is differenced out 

together with μ and in this case we need to solve for it by using a relevant exogenous 

instrument z and by relevant we mean that it should be correlated with the endogenous 

explanatory variable β but uncorrelated with the error term and it is not an easy task to find a 

valid instrument to use. Dollar and Kraay (2003) used lagged values of trade as instruments 

for measuring openness and found a significant effect of trade on growth. Other studies like 

Frankel and Romer (1999) used geographic characteristics like the size of a country and their 

distance from each other as instruments. However Baier and Bergstrand (2007) pointed out 

that instrumental variables method application to cross section data for the endogeneity 

problem is not reliable because of difficulties in the selection of proper instrumental 

variables. Instead they suggested applying the fixed effects model in the usage of panel data 

because the source for the endogeneity bias could be unobserved and time invariant in 

character. For this problem a well known method of estimation has been implemented for 
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some studies called the system GMM estimation technique that uses lagged values of the 

endogenous variables as internal instruments. The model permits the researcher to solve the 

problem of serial correlation, heteroskedasticity and endogeneity for some explanatory 

variables. In my case before moving on to these alternative methods I will be testing for 

endogeneity and see whether we have endogeneity problems. Otherwise I will stick to the 

fixed effects model and will also test the model for heteroskedasticity.  

 

6.1 Empirical analysis  

My Regression model will thus study the following variables effects on growth for a set of 

three Scandinavian countries with similar environments, culture and lifestyle. 

GDP/capita annual growth = dependent variable  

GDP/capita is when the income for the whole population is summed and divided on the 

population to give an average income per person that is determined as GDP/capita and the 

growth of GDP/capita can contribute to higher living standards and further might lead to 

development. GDP per capita growth is when we see growth on the average income per 

person. An increase in technological factors and positive externalities as well as investments 

due to savings can lead to growth in GDP per capita. 

Domestic credit (+) sign  

Domestic credit provided by the banking sector in percentage of GDP includes all the credit 

to various sectors on a gross basis, except for the credit to the central government. It is the 

financial support that is offered to the private sector as an engine to economic growth. The 

banking sector includes monetary authorities and deposit money banks as well as other 

institutions. Schumpeter in (1911) identified the banks role in facilitating technological 

innovation through their intermediate role. Banking sector openness can directly increase 

economic growth by improving the quality of financial services or by increasing funds 

available and indirectly by enhancing the efficiency of financial intermediaries. Slow growth 

of investments in many developing countries can be attributed to the absence of affordable 

credit to finance their expansion. 
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Population growth= (-) sign 

Population growth is the growth of our population each year. The effect of population growth 

on GDP is still in question. Economists often neglected the impact of fundamental 

demographical transition on economic growth. Only recently have studies been made on how 

population affects economic growth. See Dyson (2010) where he mentions that when 

mortality rate goes down it aids economic growth in the context of living longer and 

investing for the future and taking risks for innovation. Also see Bloom and canning (2001). 

However based on data and research mostly the population growth has had a negative effect 

on GDP growth. This is where institutional factors come in role to change the outcome. In my 

case I assume a negative impact. 

 

Capital formation (+) sign 

It means when we accumulate more capital during an accounting period. Say we gain more 

equipment, buildings, and other intermediate goods that we did not have before then the 

increase in this capital stock is known as capital formation. Producing goods and services can 

lead to an increase on national income levels. This increased income for households can lead 

to investments. On a firm level the increased income will lead to investments in capital 

goods. On government level this can lead to investing in capital stock. For every accounting 

period the increased accumulated capital that is added is called capital formation.  

Index for human capital (+) sign 

Human capital means efficient workers that are highly skilled with professional knowledge 

that will automatically make them much more productive in the production process. The 

index takes a life-course approach to human capital, evaluating the levels of education, skills 

and employment available to people in five distinct age groups, starting from under 15 years 

to over 65 years. The aim is to assess the outcome of past and present investments in human 

capital and offer insight into what a country’s talent base looks like today. 
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Trade as percent of GDP (+) sign 

Trade as percentage of GDP measures exposure of firms to international competitiveness and 

the way it is exposed is through how much trade has been made as percentage of the 

country`s GDP this can help assess openness to trade against other major economies. The 

indication is in the form of (exports-imports in both goods and services/GDP) I will use this 

as a measure of openness. 

Foreign direct investment net inflows (+) sign 

It is the value of investment made by foreigners in the domestic country, in other words non-

resident investors in the reporting economy. It is a category of cross-border investment 

associated with residents in foreign economies having control or a significant degree of 

influence on the management of an enterprise that is resident in a country foreign to them. 

There is a widespread belief among policymakers that FDI generates productivity effects for 

host countries. The mechanism for the positive externalities it generates are the adoptive of 

foreign technology and know-how that can happen via licensing agreements, imitation, 

training employees and introducing new processes and products by foreign firms. It can also 

create linkages between foreign and domestic firms. These benefits together with the direct 

capital financing suggest that FDI can play an important role in modernizing a national 

economy and can promote growth that can contribute to development. 
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6.2 Regression analysis 
 

∆(𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑝𝑐)𝑖𝑡=β0+𝛽1(𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑝𝑐)𝑖(𝑡−1) +𝛽2∆(𝑃𝑂𝑃)𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3(𝐶𝐹)𝑖(𝑡−1) + 𝛽4(𝐷𝐶)𝑖(𝑡−1) +

𝛽5𝐻𝐶𝑖(𝑡−1) + 𝛽6(𝑇𝐺)𝑖(𝑡−1) + 𝛽7(𝐹𝐷)𝑖(𝑡−1) + 𝛼𝑖 +  µ𝑖𝑡   

i=observations 

t=time 

β0= intercept 

 (𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑝𝑐) =GDP per capita growth  

(𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑝𝑐)𝑖(𝑡−1)= initial GDP per capita 

𝑃𝑂𝑃 =population growth  

𝐶𝐹 = gross fixed capital formation  

𝐷𝐶 = Domestic credit  

𝐻𝐶 = human capital index  

𝑇𝐺 =Trade openness 

𝐹𝐷 =Foreign direct investment  

𝛼𝑖 = Unobserved country specific effects 

µ𝑖𝑡  = error term or the remaining disturbance term  
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Regression model  

 

Table 6.2.1 

Variable  Description Source  Unit Expected 

outcome 

GDP/CAPITA 

GROWTH 

y annual 1970-2006 Worldbank  Dependent 

variable 

(𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑝𝑐)𝑖(𝑡−1) X1 Initial GDPpc Worldbank % change - 

POP X2 Population growth Worldbank %change - 

CF X3 Capital formation Worldbank %change + 

DC X4 Domestic credit Worldbank %change + 

HC X5 human capital index Stlouisfed Index + 

TG X6 Trade openness Worldbank %change + 

FD X7 FDI Worldbank %change + 

 

Table 6.2.2 

Variables Random effects model Fixed Effects model 

(𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑝𝑐)𝑖(𝑡−1) 0.225** 0.149 

 (0.100) (0.0981) 
TG 0.0106 0.0754** 
 (0.0196) (0.0297) 
POP -0.0992 -0.590 
 (0.877) (0.977) 
CF 0.0526 -0.00322 
 (0.0363) (0.0407) 
HC 1.390 -2.529 
 (1.290) (1.687) 
FD 0.0287 0.0440 
 (0.0638) (0.0617) 
DC -0.0107 -0.00593 
 (0.0077) (0.0082) 
Constant -3.44654 6.34933 
 (4.2874) (5.222) 
 Prob > chi2= 0.0671 Prob > F= 0.0038 
Rsq Within 0.0652 0.1369 
Rsq Between 0.8771 0.4590 
Rsq Overall 0.1167 0.0115 
N*T 108 108 
Countries 3 3 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 Standard errors in parentheses N*T=countries*observations 
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I will perform a test to see if we have any heteroskedasticity in our model using the modified 

wald test for groupwise heteroskedasticity. In this case the null hypothesis is that we have no 

heteroskedasticity and the alternative hypothesis is that we have heteroskedasticity. 

 

  

Table 6.2.3 

Modified Wald test for groupwise heteroskedasticity 

H0: sigma(i)^2 = sigma^2 for all i 

chi2 (3)  =        7.63 

Prob>chi2 =      0.0544 

 

There does not seem to be any problem of heteroskedasticity in our model according to the 

test. I will now perform a Hausman test to see which model is applicable and desirable. The 

Hausman test does so by testing the null hypothesis that the unobservable individual effects 

are uncorrelated with the coefficients against the alternative hypothesis that the individual 

specific effects are correlated with the coefficients. In this case our null becomes that the 

random effects is appropriate and alternative hypothesis is that the fixed effects model is 

appropriate. To test for the possible existence of a correlation we use the Hausman test. The 

null hypothesis examines the non-existence of a correlation between unobservable individual 

effects (random effects model) and the alternative hypothesis of an existence of a correlation 

(fixed effects model). If the null hypothesis is rejected, we can conclude that there is a 

correlation between countries with unobservable individual effects so a panel model of fixed 

effects is the most correct way of carrying out the analysis of the relationship between 

economic growth and its determinants.  On the contrary, if the null hypothesis is not rejected, 

we can conclude that there is no correlation between countries with unobservable individual 

effects and therefore a panel model of random effects is the proper way to carry out the 

analysis of the relationship between economic growth and its determinants. 

 

Table 6.2.4 

Hausman specification test 

Prob>chi2 =      0.0174 
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The Hausman test showed that the fixed effects model is the proper model to use and we can 

reject our null. However our fixed model could deal with omitted variable bias but the issue 

of reverse causality can still exist between trade openness and GDP per capita growth and in 

this case I will test for endogeneity. If there seems to be such a problem then instrumental 

variable models could solve for this using instruments correlated with the endogenous 

variable but uncorrelated with the error term. I will firstly test to see whether our model has 

the problem of endogeneity otherwise I will stick to the fixed effects model.  

 

Table 6.2.5 

Tests of endogeneity 

  Ho: variables are exogenous 

  Ha: variables are endogenous 

  Durbin (score) chi2(1)          =    .0765  (p = 0.7821) 

  Wu-Hausman F(1,103)         =  .071035 (p =0.7904) 

 

According to the Durbin and Wu-Hausman test of endogeneity we can denote that there is no 

problem of endogeneity in our regression model and I tested endogeneity for openness and 

GDP per capita. In this case we can refer back to the fixed effects model.  We can see that 

openness has a significance level of 5% as a contributor to GDP per capita growth and was in 

accordance to theory but the rest of the explanatory variables did not show any significance 

level. According to the Hausman test of endogeneity we did not have any problem of 

endogeneity in our model.  
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7  Conclusions  
The integration of countries into the world economy through trade is considered a 

fundamental cause of differences in income and growth across countries according to theory. 

The aim of this paper was to see a causal linkage between trade openness and GDP per capita 

growth. In my study openness was measured as trade to GDP ratio and this way I got a 

significance effect of trade on growth for a fixed effects model at the 5% level significance 

effect but this model can reduce endogeneity in eliminating unobserved omitted factors and 

the issue of measurement error can still exist. The works on trade and openness has shown to 

look suspicious due to serious measurement errors and endogeneity problems (Rodrik 1995) 

The literature on the subject has not always been successful in dealing with precise 

definitions of trade regimes (Edwards 1993) Overall, increased trade openness can result in 

magnified gains owing to large knowledge spillovers, greater level of competition, product 

variety and technology transfer. As a result, many studies showed that a high degree of trade 

openness is a growth enhancing policy and commonly accepted for majority of economists. 

Policymakers who seek to promote economic growth for countries with scarce administrative 

resources might want to think what the key priorities should be and taking country-specific 

considerations into account when designing trade policy is important.  

To sum up, during my survey, I faced many difficulties in finding a widely accepted 

international trade openness measure. A possible limitation of my research could be the fact 

that the empirical results may be subject to a degree of omitted variable bias like for example 

exchange rates, measure of institutional quality etc. In the case of institutional quality then 

North (1990) argues that institutions are important in their role as lowering transaction costs 

and can allow individuals to devote more time to productive pursues, property rights is one 

important example among such institutions. Finally I believe that in future research the 

inclusion of institutional factors that are relevant for growth as well as inclusion of openness 

indexes that incorporates both tariff and non tariff barriers and other openness measures 

could show further interesting results. 
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Appendix 1 

 

Descriptive statistics 

 
Table 7.1 1 

 

 

 

 

Correlation matrix 

Table 7.1 2 

 

Parameters POP CF HC TG FDI DC  

        

Dependent 1.0000       

POP 0.0446 1.0000      

CF 0.1565 -0.2805 1.0000     

HC -0.0384 0.2773 -0.4040 1.0000    

TG -0.0216 -0.3386 -0.3576 0.2838 1.0000   

FDI 0.0369 -0.0832 -0.2754 0.3837 0.4363 1.0000  

DC -0.1375 0.1136 -0.2073 0.5727 0.3014 0.2377 1.0000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Variable Obs Mean                 Std. Dev. Min Max 
Dependent 111 2.624715 2.027943 -5.050557 6.754069 

POP 111 0.4028087 0.2307222 -.073481 .9334849 
CF 111 24.16762 6.249939 12.81385 47.90682 
HC 111 3.070314 .210264 2.573482 3.479721 
TG 111 56.29836 11.38576 41.4504 93.35913 
FDI 111 1.873214 3.449126 -3.504245 22.38404 
DC 111 65.07172 30.98304 41.88372 194.7733 
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Appendix 2 

 

Customs Unions  
 
 

Table 7.1 3 

Southern African Customs Union (SACU) 1910 

Switzerland–Liechtenstein 1924 

European Union (EU)  January 1, 1958 

Central American Common Market (CACM) October 12, 1961 

Caribbean Community (CARICOM) August 1, 1973 

Andean Community (CAN) May 25, 1988 

EU–Andorra July 1, 1991 

Southern Cone Common Market (Mercosur, Mercado Común del Sur) November 29, 1991 

Israel–Palestinian Authority 1994 

EU–Turkey January 1, 1996 

Eurasian Economic Community (EAEC) October 8, 1997 

Monétaire Ouest-Africaine (WAEMU/UEMOA) January 1, 2000 

East African Community (EAC)  July 7, 2000 

EU–San Marino April 1, 2002 

Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) January 1, 2003 

Customs Union of Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Russia July 1, 2010 

 

 

 

 

Figur 7.1.1 
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Appendix 3 

 

 

Figur 7.1.2 

  

 

 

Figur 7.1.3 
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Appendix 4 
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